HDMI Extender

**MODEL CODE**

HDMIEXT

The HDMIEXT extender is designed to be installed in the mid range of long cable lengths to achieve distances of up to 50M.

**FEATURES**

- Compatible with DTV resolutions 480i, 480p, 720p, 1080i, 1080p
- Compatible with computer resolutions VGA, SVGA, XGA, SXGA, UXGA
- Extends TMDS cable reach to projectors or monitors using DVI and HDMI interface
- Extends TMDS interface length as follows:
  - 0~50 meters over HDMI cable, 24AWG, STP
  - 0~36 meters over HDMI cable, 28AWG, STP
  - 0~30 meters over HDMI cable, 30AWG, STP
- Power adapter included

---

Display port to HDMI Converter

**MODEL CODE**

HDMIDISP

**FEATURES**

- Connects a Display Port VGA port to HDMI / DVI monitor
- Maximum Resolution 1920x1200/1080p
- Display Port female to HDMI female
- Transfer speeds up to 2Gbps